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use B·D microtainer capillary whole blood 
collector and avoid painful venepuncture 

Becton Dickinson: 

vacutainer blood collection tubes. 
spinal, anesthesia and biopsy needles; 
IV catheters ; disposable and glass 
syringes; needles. 
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bauer and black: elastic support products 
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through faith in god and science, 
unlimited courage and tenacity you 

have won the admiration, respect 
and love of your friends, colleagues 

and teachers. What a wonderful 
and great feeling is to win when 

the chances to win were minimal. 
your noble behaviour was not only 

that of a man according to ideals 
of rudyard kipling, but also and 
above all that of a great toubib. 

jean j. rebeiz, m.d. 

this book is dedicated 
to antoine zubuni 
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... and we thought the war would be over 
two years later. today, it seems it will 
never end. 

well, we did finish this book, don't ask us 
how, and this year it's different. some 
might think it's a complete chaos. we just 
believe it's more realistic and also more 
fun. ten years from now, these pictures 
will only recive the good old days, or 
maybe the bad old days of lebanon in the 
early 80's. 

drs. george fawwaz, afif mufarrij and fuad 
sabra were also kind enough to tell us 
something about their old days that might 
seem more enjoyable and surely more 
peaceful then ours. 

for those who think they're 
under-photographed, forgive us; 
we're sure those who were 
over-photographed won't mind. and 

believe us we tried to get everyone, 
including those who were not around and 
some of the people who left us during the 
past twoyears, we hope we will still reach 
them thru this album. enjoy it. 

jo abou zeid 
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made this book 

editor-in-chief 
jo abou zeid 

editors 
amer bdeir 

fadi baba 
melhem aswad 

ziyad ghazzal 

commentators 
amer bdeir 

bassam aswad 
elias traboulsi 

fadi baba 
fuad ramadan 

jo abou zeid 
melhem aswad 

randa hamadeh 
ziyad ghazzal 

photographers 
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fadi baba 
fuad ramadan 
imad dandan 
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khalil abou faycal m.d. 
kevork peltekian 

melhem aswad 
nakhleh tarazi m.d 

raif nassif m.d 
ziyad ghazzal 
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bassam aswad 
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commentators 
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naji aswad 

r.s.o. representative 
salim butros m.d 
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mr. and mrs. harold e. hoelsher harold e. hoelsher ph.d, a.u.b president. 
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may 21 , 1981 
medical dean's message for the «toubib», academic year 
1980-1 981 . 

raja n. khuri, m.d. 

the term for physician in the arabic language is «tabeeb •• or 
«tabeebeh », but the word more often than not used in our 
society is uhakeem» or uhakeemeh». the latter means: wise 
man or woman , a sage, a judicious person . the traditional 
usage of the word as opposed to the usage of utabeeb and 
tabeebeh» in connection with physicians suggests respect 
for and trust in their persons, not only because of their power 
to heal but also because of the ·attributes of character of 
which they are possessed , their good judgement, their 
prudence and wisdom in practicing their art and in thefr 
dealings with people. this designation gives physicians a 
choice position in our culture and society. it also increases 
their responsability towards their fellow human beings 
because of the implied confidence placed in their medical 
knowledge and personal traits of character. 

i like to think that the hippocratic oath which is publicly taken 
by all graduating doctors of medicine is an overt expression of 
qualities which are inherent in their innermost selves, a 
summary of convictions which stem from within and are not 
imposed from without. i like to think of the oath as a creed 
personally and spontaneously adopted by each of our medical 
students and graduates, and not as a set of ethical values 
which are only incanted in ritual form at the end of each 
academic year. 

it is, therefore, my earnest wish that all of you continue to live 
up to these values in relation to your colleagues, teachers, 
fellow students, patients, and above all , to yourselves. it is my 
earnest wish that you live up to the mark of esteem, trust and 

faculty 
officers 

dr. khuri, raja n. 
dean, faculty of medicine 

confidence which is placed in you by the members of our 
society when they call you : uhakeem, hakeemeh.» 

good luck to you all! 
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dr. kurban, amal 
chief of' clinical staff 

mr.· lwzayfi', munthir 
director, university hospital 

dr. simaan, joseph 
associate dean, academic affairs 

dr. frayha, rida 
assistant dean, academic affairs 

dr. nassar, nabil 
director, university health service 
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aliyyah 
dabbus 

baha ' 
nuruddin 

charles 
bu abbud 

elie 
firzli 

fadi 
baddurah 

·a mal 
jabrah 

berj 
armenian 

I 

' I • 
dinah 
hijal 

fuad 
trad 

fadi 
jiz 

I 

medicine 
one 

kevork 
peltekian 

fadi 
kadifa 

fadi 
lakkis 

fuad 
shihab 
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george 
zakhariyyah 

george 
khashshan 

henry 
nammur 

jack 
murkus 

muhammad 
yaman 

ghassan 
dughman 

george 
saadeh 

hasan 
nubani 

jubran 
atwi 

mihran 
artinian 

george 
fakhoury 

habib 
ratil 

ilyas 
azar 

john 
azar 

mary 
bashshur 

ghassan 
haddad 

hagob 
colarian 

imad 
kibbi 

kassem 
barada 

mahir 
fanous 

ghassan 
jamaluddin 

hath am 
zantut 

jam a I 
hut 

michel 
shami 

mukhtar 
naser 
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michel 
malik 

nizar 
abu asi 

ramzi 
younis 

raja 
sayegh 

suhayl 
shamiyyah 

munir 
rizk 

nectar 
aintablian 

riyad 
zibibu 

samir 
suyufi 

umar 
kayalah 

nabih 
ramadan 

nikula 
bu saba 

roger 
zurub 

sam ira 
suyufi 

umar 
dukar 

nassim 
shalhub 

nada 
maluf 

ramsay 
fuleihan 

sahar 
jabafi 

walid 
makdisi 

nada 
suwaydan 

pierre 
daghir 

ramzi 
sabra 

sawsan 
abu shakra 

yumna 
munla 
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yasmin 
hijazi 

ilyas shaya 
...Jli.i IS~~ 
J.» 

sami mukhayblr 
the veteran 

ziad 
rifai 

zaki 
durkhum 

zahi 
nassurah 

medicine 
two 

ronald bergman m.d and prospective physicians 
this year he regrew his moustaches 
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amir 
the background smoker 

bassam aswad 
the histology nostalgia 

edward zamrini 
i am a poor lonesome 
cowboy far away 
from home 

little t.v. a day 
keeps the sleep away 

aanan tahir 
.. .:,t;..IL , ...,..;:,Jt . 

basim antun 
ct_,.. r!- .,J~ 

belle de jour 

farid abdu 
~I...JI~I 

/ 
antoine abu-musa 
..;.. r!- J,i......;.. 
l;l J,i.... 

ghassan kanazi ' 
jj the dj is number one 

antoine farah 
one of the many 
many musqueters 
of the class 

basim uthman 
may I ask a 
question 

basim bustami 
.. ..,;t .siJ ~.4L ~ 
--~ -

fuad juraydini 
i can 't comment 
ask jurdi about him 

ghassan abu-hamaa 
the candidate 

jadayda my town, 
1abana my food, 
ahwa my drink 

basim yam 
st. etienne exclusive 
agent in the middle east 

daniel sagherian 
no compromise 

fadi jurdi-nuwayhid 
the artist of the class 

george shalhub 
,-k JL Jt;.:,.. _,._..:. ! 
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ilyas abboud 
Jl,JII ..,._., ~I 

jinan usta 
~.;h..;, \ 

i,_.;:.JI..:JJ 

mahir husayn 
~lb.;.~~ 
,. _,..L. 

hal a sham suddin 
~lf.i~ l..Jl; 

marwan nasir 
the lab study 
pionneer 

muhammad khud1 
· ... _,1..-lL 

isam hamadeh 
marian 's syndrome 

jamal mikdash 
silent movie 

-mahir abu-khalil 
without ihab, tony 
and co, I am lost 

muna nabulsi 
c'J...;... .. .;... ~ 
d.I:J.l.,. >-" ..:lJi 

ihab jizi 
how to invest in 
medical scllool 
from day one 

jamal taha 
status basmu$ 
non interruptus 

mariett~ dermendjian 
~4-h-

muhammad sayegh 
._,..,Jifill "-'-' .:,.. 

iman nuwayhid 
~~0.o 

jo khattar 
st joseph khattar 

gentle ben 

mutrammad sidani 
~,.,:lS~~_,...z 
~r_,.J I 
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~ 
ramzi musharrafiyah 
jl.)i~l ~ 

samia khuri 
studying is calorigenic 

rabi darwish 
j~\'1~ 1 

saiim matar 
s.alir(1: the average 
is 81 . 782 (truth: average 
not worked out yet) 

samar zawdeh 
home sweet home 

nadim ha1ao1 
the reference for 
all missed lectures 

randa haddad 
jlo__,J,U . j>......; . ......... 

·~ ·(~fi-lL) 
~J 

rami shimalf 
joke annals: 
latest edition 

samar sankari 
in the samar 
time 

tony bazi 
the poet under 
continuous inspiration 

nadi<~ kawwa 
incognito 

emiology ~ J:.; 
.. _jl,~ (JJJ 

~J 

-nasir khai ii 
always in good 
company 

robert moumjian 
~1,.<.\'1 .j ~~ r~ "i 
.::.~WIJ 

.sana tabbarah 
je ne sais rien 
mais je dirais tout 

zuka' khabbazah 
but she doesn 't 
open her mouth even 
as much in class 
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... and now 

photography by raif e. nassif. md. 
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·~aubtam~ igitur jubtntti bum sumuti ,. 
so begin the cia ical tudent ong 

in european univer ities. it mean : let 
us then be merry while we are youthful. 
the beautiful melody goe back to the 
middle of the eighteenth century and 
ha been immortalized by johannes 
brahms who orche !rated it to conci).Jde 
with it his academic festival ouverture 
with much grandeur in tead of 
appropriate humor. i believe haydn or 
mozart , being outhern german , would 
have done a better job: brahm wa 
born in hamburg! 

why wa the tudent song written in 
latin? until recently , latin was the 
language of learning in europe ; and when professor christian 
thoma!!ius , leipzig , started to lecture in german at the 
begining of the 18th century he was con idered 
a revolutionary , even a heretic. schopenhauer (1788-1860) 
wrote hi books in german ,yet when he quoted a greek author 
he translated the quotation into latin , the assumption being 
that a cultured person ought to know latin . some european 
universities still require greek and latin or at least latin , for 
immatriculation . the contribution of the ancients to art , 
literature , and philosophy constitute one of the corner tone 
of modern western culture. orne renowned scientist go so 
far as to state that the process of cientific thinking , the 
formulation of scientific questions or even the linking of 
scientific theory to practice would not have been possible 
without greek philosophy. werner hei en berg tated in 1949 
that his thinking as an atomic phycisist was greatly influenced 
by the fact that he went through a humani tic gymna ium in 
which he had an opportunity to study plato and greek natural 
philosophy and that the same thing was true of max planck 
who tudied at the same gymnasium in munich . when you 
consider that planck and heisenberg were two of the giants 
of phy ics in the 20th century, you realize how much one can 
miss by not tudying the ancients in high school. i have often 
wondered how much we mi ed by not being able to read 
homer and ophocles in the original greek, or cicero and 
virgil in latin. if i live long enough , i till hope to learn latinf 
latin grammar i an exercise in thinking . 

you may a k: how can a medical tudent be merry with 
a ll the quizze , final examination and the national board 
examinations a\vaitirg him? nobody can under tand thi 
question better than i do . fact is , i never enjoyed my tudem 
life for thi very rea on , and examinations were a sword of 
damocles that hung over my head from october till june. no t 
that i cared for grades more than other student did , but i 
was taught to be thorough . thoroughness then meant read ing 
footnotes and so lving all problems and exercise printed in 
the textbooks! merriment tarted for me when the final 
examinations were happily concluded . i then ecured a ll the 
books that would keep me bu y during summer.yo u can read 
more books then than throughout the chool yea r and with 
greater avidity and intere t , preci ely becau e this material 
was not required for examinations . it i a mi take to think 
that my reading wa con fined to novels although i read such 
writer a dickens . thackeray, jane au ten etc. shakespea re i 
read almost from a till z. but i read at o science book that 
required much concentration , and even books on public 

bp george fuhla? m.b 
health and preventive med icine , a i wa one of the 
founder of the o-called vi llage welfare service 
movement that started in 1933 under the leadership 
of the late profe o rs dodd and clo e . one thing 
i did not read was a l-hasna ' or al-hawadith !. 

the greater part of the daily 24 hours was pent 
in a nest (i rzal) built in one of the old almond trees 
in the garden , from branches of popplers , oleander 
- remember it contains a digitalis -. like ubstance! 
- and laurels. the re t of the 24 hours was spent in 
hiking - that once took us to the top of mt. hermon , 
wimming in the roaring litany river so me 400 

meters vertically distant from the village , hunting 
partridges-in the rugged hill of jabal amil , and 
riding horses in our spacious marj richly endowed 

with fountain - hence the nanie marjayoun. unlike the 
situation in kura , the litany gorge invites strong westerly 
winds from the sea that sets the whole tree in motion and 
lull you to leep at night. all the trees in the neighborhood 
rage in the storm- the eucaliptus , the zinzalacht , the pine 
- and each tree contributes its characteristic tune to the 
symphony of nature . even the constant barking of dogs does 
not disturb your leep ; they bark either for no reason at all 
or in response to the howling of jackals. as a child , i asked my 
mother why the jackals haunt 
the village every evening and she told me a story that 
would fascinate konrad lorentz since it confirms his theory 
that dogs are tamed jackal . my mother 's tale : «Once upon a 
time a jackal fell ill with malaria and hi brother brought 
him to your father for treatment. your father gave him daily 
injection. ofq-uinine for a whole week ,as the jackal could not 
learn how to swallow cachets intact. we took good care of the 
jackal , o they decided to stay on after their patient was 
cured . they eventually became dogs . however ,to this very day 
the other members of their tribe of jackals come every 
evening to the out-skirt of the village and shout to their 
fellows: << has your patient recovered?>> (tab maridkum?) and 

the dogs bark back << lah , lah» (no , no) .>> 
back to medical education. education is that which 

remain after all the fact are gone . it is a certain attutide that 
you acquire. yet with this attitude alone you can not handle a 
patient that is rushed into the emergency room certain basic 
facts have to be learned and retained , although these a re much 
le than we require you to know in order to pa our 
exa mination , e pecially the national board examinations , for 
which i wish to offer you my humble apology . yet there i 
time to do all thi if you plan your daily work properly and not 
po tpone }'Our read ing till the last day before the examination. 
the noble roman philo opher seneca described one aspect of 
our inconsi tency with our elve thus: << We all of us complain of 
the hortne s of time and yet have much more than we know 

~ . what to do with . we are alway complaining our day are few , 
and acting a though there would be no end to them .>> young 
people know that they are certain to die , yet the time of 
departure loom o far away that they do not even 
contemplate the pos ibility of death . schopenhauer likened life 
to a journey from one valley to another , acros a mountain 
ridge . only after the middle of life , when the trave ller ha 
reached the mountain ere t , doe the valley of death beneath 
him become visible . let u be merry while we are young! 
gaudeamus igitur! 
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tenth 
floor 
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paul kardjian m.d 
a weird place tor one 's own memoires 

yasser yaghi 
traumatized intern 

ara nahabedian 
the youngest in 
bo·s dynasty 

moh'd fahl 
ferocious moh 'd 

supervisor-pleasing 
philippino 

ambulatory care 
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raffi mesrobian m.d 
it's been a hard day's night 

wafa 
office work in 
the open air ... 

usama hamdan m.d, 
mrs. shahin : kais ali hassan 
she left the hospital 
for good reasons 

simon keushkerian 
stop fooling around 

tuad rafidi , samim 
shalabi , mahmoud tamer 
waiting for the round 

kameel antonios m.d. 
kamel abu zahr m.d. 
afif nsouli m.d. 
«open bite " in orthopedic jargon ... 
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asaad shama 'a 
or would you prefer 
an autograph? 

ali ghandour 
flower power. 

mahmoud husami 
ascitic but still 
going around! 

samir shehadeh m.d. 
ambulant expertise 
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raja ayyash m.d. 
raja jurdi m.d. 
raja shehadi m.d. raja, raja and raja! 

nazih moufarrij, 
sarkis aghazarian 
right babinski incredibly positive 

noubar ouzounian 
no apoush, i'm 
leaving to the states 

the dream of 
a medical student 

simon keushkerian, salim zeineh m.d, 
nicholas saliba m.d, nazih mufarrij 
salimio, nicholaos and the boys! 

nabeel salhab 
ughology duties aghe 
gheal/y tighing 
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sorry honey i cannot 
tell you i love you, 
i am not alone. 

" the godmother" 

1\.lM' II •. Y1 1 

nabil jaroudi m.d 
handle with care! 
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omar baddoura 
looking for the 
rolling stone? 

james sakr m.d, 
• ;1;,1\ -!~......,. y. 

avedis kalagolian m.d, 
husn freiha m.d. 
that was just a simple herniorrhaphy 

,. 

issam shalhoub m.d. 
5 emergency admissions 
at 11 pm. 

marwan balaa m.d 
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ninth 
floor 
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hussein fawwaz 
viva espana! 

shahe fereshetian 
husam ghosn, mohammad 
yamani, nice legs! 

hussein makkiyi , 
mary zamer 
if you wonder where inhalation is, between 2 arrests. 

uthman itani 
uthman will find the drug 
that cures all aches and pains 

issam shbaro 
and you call this being on duty? 

nabil sharara m.d 
family medicine follow the 
patient home! 
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ara apelian 
sorry, no vacancies 

i'm hydrating myself before 
she gives me my daily 
haldol injections 

thomas khuri , akram talhouk, 
nada usta, salwa khuri 
a sudden interest in cardiology 

andree shinyara 11'!·9 
even better with spectacles 

ziad salem m.d 
speaks little but 
writes a lot 
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amine fares m.d 
hiding a hip spica 

usama hadi , hassan ramadan, 

elie anaysi m.d 
qu 'est-ce que je fiche 
dans cette galere? 

raouf kayyali m.d, marcel udaymi, issam raad . 
~\ J\ ,:.,l..,,.!:.l.l.l -.."l§.'U.I j\:...>1 tY..... 

fuad ziyadeh, m.d 
fuzz 's best way to 
start a diet! 

zuheir tabbarah, m.d 
the second generation 
bacteriologist 

sabah chammas, m.d 
for men only ... 
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maram ·hakim, tom khuri 
hey maram, how can you 
go home without this fourth chart? 

walid abu reslan 
sorry, i have a full 
schedule , i'/1 see you in 3 months. 

a representative sample 

riad khalifeh, m.d, 
fuad sabra m.d, shahe fereshetian 
can you really understand anything, shaM. 

joe maalouf m.d karim tohme m.d 
how can i convince him politely 
that glaucoma cannot be diagnosed by «eko» ? ... 
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samir azzam m.d. 
farid fuleihan m.d. kamal bikhazi, m.d. 
please farid, don't interrupt me when i am speaking with dr. azzam 

nabeel deeb, walid doany 
yehya faraidi 
no more, yehya has it all! 

all that fuzz 

adnan badru 
nabil jarmukli 
the look out looks of nabil and adnan 
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farid fuleihan m.d 
see the door raja? 
you can use it! 

9 north glass box 

vicken babikian 
antoun salem m.d 
no vicken, this is not m.s, this is irritable colon! 

) 

ghassan abu. shaar m.d. shahe vartivarian 
same eye glasses 
same moustaches guess who who is abou-Mair 
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eighth 
floor 
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tawwaz kaba . m.d. 
charbel fahed m.d 
pathognomonically neck-tied 

mohammad jaafar m.d 
did you send me the 
charts sweet heart? 

khaled jabboury m.d. 
,.ill jl. 

mona saykali 
micho, i want you here 
at 6:13p.m. 

mona saykali elie trabousli 
nada usta, marwan takyuddin 
stop it etie! what if mayya sees us? 

nizar nuweihed m.d 
crest or close up? 
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kamal badr m.d 
ctrcumcised? 

sami abdulmalak 
one to hematology, another 
to chemtstry, and the thtra to dr. suidan 

aleb saab m.d. 
· new generation of 
natologists 

nazih haddad, m.d. 
keeping an eye on the 
ibm 's 

alain shikhani , fuad ziyadeh m.d, 
philip salem m.d 
trying to convince those juniors 
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seventh 
floor 

I 
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charbel fahd m.d 
vision: 201100 with 
correction 

edward khawwam m.d. 
right esotropia 

imagine dina, he 's 
coming to have a haircut 
and a shave 

ft .. . . 
~ ~ 

nabil milad jabbour m.d 
i should tell this joke 
to nina! 

moh'd jaafar m.d 
the smiling lord who 
got married 
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moh'd jaafar m.d, george sharuk m.d, 
nadim farah m.d, and hanna shammas m.d (visiting) 
eye band 

hassan fakih 
what are you doing 
behind the wall? 

eve fletcher 
in disguise 

night duty 

hind ukla 
seven floors away 
from ghateb 
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can you imagine this 
in 20 years 

joe suidan m.d 
early morning child 
abuse 

vertex, l.o.t. 

fayez suidan m.d 
come to where 
the flavor is 
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oscar khawli m.d 
no oscar, you must 
be kidding 

bright perspectives ... 

tfle sadisfic trends 
of the house-keeping department 

1 

,I 

J 

• 

fayez suidan m.d 
the six million women man ... 

hassan assaf 
does it really smell? 
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delivery suite .J• Ji..!.. 

can you beat that?? muna el-shaykh 
get well soon 
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karam karam m.d 
mrs. shehadeh 
borsalino, borsalino 

camille kanaan m.d 
the american gigolo 

mustapha ayyad m.d 
the plot 

roland mu'awad m.d 
gentle mafiosi 

aram fereshetian m.d 
no darling, i cannot, i 
am exhausted tonight ... 
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miguel abboud, amer bdeir 
love is to enjoy feeding 
each other ... 

les charmes discrets de 
Ia bourgeoisie. 

ziad mansour m.d 
celebrating 

nicholas saliba m.d 
nanneh ... 



wael lakkis m.d 
the other aspects 
of obs -gyn 

nicholas sal iba m.d, 
nada salman 
i can't take it anymore 

nakhll tarazl m.d, camille wehbe m.d, 
marwan barbir m.d 
just married 

Ibrahim mufarrij m.d, jrair konialian m.d 
they know their way 
into women? 

moh'd alamuddine m.d 
a post partum is pregnant? 
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fawwaz salman m.d 
will raise his son in 
deliverv suite 

roland muawad m.d, 
adnan mroueh m.d, moh'd mansour m.d 
keeping an eye on the boss 

roy morcos, m.d
the valentino style 

first four rooms 
dieJifliJ 

pierre ghassibi m.d 
powerful pierre! 
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mrs bacha and bayan 
women taking care 
of women ... 

the accreditation committee: 
what do you think you 
are doing? 

ibrahim mashini m.d 
'. ~;. 

guess who 

mohammad mansour m.d 
sharp contours: can you 
detect any irregularity? 
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the obs·gyn eternal 
trio 27'h edition 

walid nasr m.d; kamil kana'n m.d, 
michel samaha m.d 
diverging interests 

ibrahim mufarrij m.d 
lecture ..s~~ 

sameer hajj m.o 
a true pelvis in my slides? 

mustafa ayyad, adnan badru 
looks like amniotic fluid 
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the torture gadget 

khaled ataya m.d 
i love my doctor 

tony saber m.d 
extracurricular 
activities 

what else in 7 north 

william saad m.d 
or is it john? 

zlyad mansour m.d, kameel wehbeh m.d 
and they claim we don 't 
teach our juniors 
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nada salman 
so many things 
in common 

myrna missirlian m.d 
bird in a cage 

husn freiha m.d 
fine, ya sa/am 

mahmoud kuleilat m.d 
precocious godfather 
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nada salman, milhim aswad 
a representative mongolian household 

fried eggs 

ghassan lssa m.d, husn freiha m.d, 
mahmoud kulellat m.d 
what are these three creatures doing over my head? 

roy morcos m.d 
seventh round 

a through and througn 
view of our nursery 
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milhim aswad, lina maarouf 
the beauty and ... 
the beast 

alia bazzi m.d 
sweet rounds 

nabil mounla m.d 
god is probably 
with us! 

munir mubassaleh 
" identical twins" 
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nabil munla m.d 
shukrallah zeynoun m.d 
pornographic neonatology ... 

roy morcos m.d 
rocking roy 

first get me a gown 
to fit me, then i will 

sameer akl m.d 
strain jacket? 

consider accredting this hospital/ 
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naji kulaylat 
"you see, i'm busy". 

amin nasr m.d 
·the eversmiling ophtalmologist 
necktied for ever. 

hagob manushakian 
«i am so tired, i think 
i 'm gonna sleep." 

ali khalil 
stay out! people 
«in labor". 

ziad mansour, m.d, isam maalouf 
«With the chief on my side, i 
think i '/1 pass this course". 

bishara fares m.d 
chairman, ophthalmology 
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walid mudawwar 
post partum breakfast 

aram baghdassarian m.d 
was it eve or ent? 

george khuri 
«how deep to go?» 

sona mugrditchian 
awake?!!? how come?! 

sylvie 
checks your eyes, only 

grand-hotel sahelnome 
chambres ensoleillees 24 heures 
sur 24 
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umar dajani 
dream, dream baby ... 

dalal wada'ni 
just delivered' ... 

hisham baalbaki, tony abd, 
watson and crick 

ayman tawil 
«any quickening yet?» 

bashir makarem 
«do you think i'm 
sexy?, 
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rose-marie boustani m.d 
our woman in mass 
general 

moh'd jamil m.d 
lebeau 

ziad idriss m.d 
the fastest pediatrician 
in town. 

yehya sbeity m.d and 
ibrahim kreidiyeh m.d 
fervent tennis players .. . 

jubran habib, ahmad mansour 
muhyeddine saoud 
knock it off, mehyo ... 
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f ida ramahi 
"j'ai ose» 

mu'in and mona saykali 
en famille? 

rabi ' zaatar 
just pozing 

nina salem and 
akram talhouk 
adam, eve and the apple 

salim musallam m.d 
he did it all over me 

viken babikian, alain shikhani, 
roger khuri 
the boys in the band 
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aida yazigi m.d, amin milki 
dialogue across the bed 

fuad rafidi and 
salim firzli m.d 
be brief mehyo 

wafa abu-khuraybah 
roger khuri 
taking advantage? 

nadra haddad - abufaysal m.d 
nabeel deeb 
patient education first! 

cesar shediac m.d 
DOl's secret suitcase 

abdur-rahman alameh 
get smart! 
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fuad mudawar m.d, thomas khuri 
salwa khuri 
at least keep my pants, there 's a woman watching . 

raja asfour m.d 
now i will fly 

may shehab 
•-.'11 

seducing wardeh? 

yasmine hirji 
keep that smile 
yasmine 

riad khalifeh m.d 
..,...,JFI:.i ~~ 



viken babikian, fuad rafidi 
le grand " blond" avec une 
chaussure noire 

muhyiddine saud 
ahmad mansour 
samir najjar should see this 

gertrude dudin ph.d. 
chromosomal search? 

samir najjar m.d 
chairman pediatrics 

nizar nuwayhid m.d 

amin barakat m.d 
majida daouk m.d 
planning a kidney biopsy 

hassan solh m.d 
waiting for godot 
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the nude show. 
(minors not allowed) 

--· 

farid kutayli m.d, samir najjar m.d 
you didn't chart the head 
circumference, farid ... 

raffi kaloustian m.d 
sylva arsalanian m.d 
she had such big boobs 

mmm ... 

sana 
occupee 

, 

bishara freij m.d, maha afra, myrna missirian m.d 
pediatrics, the common denominator 
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mary deeb 
mary of genetica 

yahya faraidi 
filling the 2736 pages 
of the pomr 

ramez hajjar m.d 
play it again ramez 

JL 

vasken derkaloustian m.d 
here's to all pku's in 
lebanon! 

sami abdulmalak, 
yehya subaiti m.d 
0!1 ~ ..:.,i 
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jo abu-nassar m.d, gaby 
issa-el khuri m.d 
negociating for a chemistry result 

nazih hariri m.d 
schedule the case after 
the football game ... 

anne-marie Irani m.d, jo abu-zeid 
the intelligent p iercing looks of jo 

jamal shamma' m.d, alia bazzi m.d, najwa najjar m.d, 
aida yazigi m.d, avedis kallaghlian m.d, 
muinkhuri m.d the «who can eat faster» show 

tarek bsat 
practicing for a 
chairmanship? 
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Ia cage aux folies 

hana fayyad m.d 
~h y..:. l'l ~I .j>'U 

aida yared m.d, fuad sabra m.d 
voulez-vous m'accorder cette 
danse? 

sylvia arslanian m.d, blshara freij m.d 
photography by david 
hamilton 

fadi nasrallah 
pediatric ophtalmology 

tuad sabra m.d, sylvia arslanian m.d 
the charming neurologist 
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hovig vartanian m.d, ghassan issa m.d, 
joe abu nassar m.d, raffi kaloustian m.d 
the gang of four 

vicent makhlouf 
cornered at last 

aida yared m.d 
unbelievably stable 

J 
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basima marar m.d, grace khuri m.d, 
omar dabbagh 
the woman 's approach to surgery 

george zeitun m.d 
coming back soon 

sarkis aghazarian 
we thought he was 
abnormal 

bishara ghurayyeb m.d 
«transphenoidal stapedectomy?" 

fawzi abujamra m.d 
paged for another laceration 
in er ... 

charles ayyoub m.d 
pediatric cardiology 
and innocent murmurs 
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a speech given to residents and 

an old proverb states : 

life is composed of 2 parts ; that which is past-a dream, and i hope 
a dream realized, and that which is to come a wish . as you start 
your graduate medical education, which is primarily designed to 
prepare you for entrance into a specific field of medicine, i wish you 
the very best of luck. one saw life as a dream an other as a 
struggle and still another as a solumn commitment. i do hope you 
will follow the latter. 

basically your program will consist of patient care, continued study, 
teaching of undergraduates (medical students and nurses) and 
research . all these activities you must serve with equal devotion. 
keeping in mind the following : 

a. a true professional cannot but be a constant student. 

b. it is by teaching that we teach ourselves, by relating that we 
observe . by affirming that we examine, by showing that we 
look, by writing that we think, by pumping that we draw 
water into the well. «amieln. also remember «We teach a little 
by what we sayn we teach more by what we do but we 
teach most by what we aren. 

c. longfellow's words : the heights by great men reached and 
kept, were not attained by sudden flight , but they, while 
their companions slept, were toiling upward in the night. 

d. develop the spirit of fellowship which is a companionship 
of good companions drawn together, bound together, and 
sharing together a love and admirations of their life's work ; 
togetherness (a good work too). 

e. «coming together is a beginning ; keeping is progress ; 
working together is success." 

f. «if a man does only what is required of him, he is a slave. 
the moment he does more he is a free man. n 

and in this age of science, the successful study and practice of 
medicine requires many attributes, among them integrity, 
intelligence, common sense, scientific skill , personal stability, 
dedication to the ideal of service, and the ability to inspire and 
maintain confidence. 

things to remember : the value of time, the sucess of 
perseverance; the pleasure of working, the dignity of simplicity. 
the worth of character, the power of kindness, the influence 
of examples, the obligation of duty, the wisdom of economy, 
the virtue of patience, the sound of laughter, the joy of 
originating, and the thrill of seeing it through. 

i would like to quote a guide for your new year. 
and i said to the man who stood at the gate of the year : give me 
a light that i may tread safely into the unknown. and he replied : 
go out into the darkness and put thine hand into the hand of 
god. that shall be to thee better than light, and safer than a 
known way. 

finally i like to end by a stenza by mallory in «Ia mort d 'arthurn. 
the old order changes 

we live _by 
ourmemones 

interns, by fuad sabra, july 1, 1963. 

yielding place to new 
and the lord fulfills himself in many ways 
lest one good custom 
should corrupt the world . 
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fifth 
floor 
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imaduddine tabbarah, issam shibaro, 
bassem shab, marwan takeyidin 
five harisons for four students .. 

sima jiha, nabila haykal 
friendship personnified 

suheil dahdouh m.d 
obvious synophris 

fuad ramadan 
the incredible hulk 

andre risha 
another one of those 
nephrology lectures! 
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graziella abu-jawdeh 
«all6? broumana?" 

shahe komishian, kanaan uwaydah, 
joseph teghali 
they really think this picture will appear in toubib 80-81 

4 
marise khalil b.s 
the nicer part of oncology 

in unity, there is 
strength 

tarek ghabra m.d 
sneaking out! 
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aghavni gueragossian 
the gracious typing errors 
arelher/responsability 

mona jiryus rn, haythan jabi 
the smile that makes 
5 south special 

ali sab'ayum, 
andre risha 
«just married!» 

malek massaad, 
nabih zalzal 
hand in hand 
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Ibrahim shammas 
«you have been severely 
punished»!!! 

samir alam m.d, jo abou-zeid 
calling laundry to get him 
a gown 

walid gharzeddine, jo abou-zeid 
drinking to forget .. . 

no thanks, no coffee for me, 
i'am planning for a good 
nap 

joseph ghassiby 
this smile surely does not 
reflect your readings 

kanaan uwaydah 
helen samaha 
seven flat ekgs! 
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sami kaedbey m.d 
rafik hubayter m.d 
cardio-pulmonary resussitation 

suhayl dib-jalbut m.d, fuad jubran m.d, 
joseph feghali 
unstable angina or reflux esophagitis? 

kassem, gladys, hel.en and salpi 
who's on the monitor? 
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jaber sawaya m.d 
the fastest ekg-reading in 
town 

maha, tadia 
maha, learning 
the style .. . 

nadim cortas m.d, randa tawwaz m.s, 
hiam hajj m.s 
smiling endocrinology 

where is the wink? 

majida daouk m.d 
clinical fellowship in 
birberiology 

, 
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suheil deeb - jalbout m.d antoine nas_rallah m.d 

sossy holanian 

leila abu-all 

may arnaout 

itaf salhi 
keeping a boom in her 
refrigerator 

-----'--~ 
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sonia nader 
sonia in her private 
library 

rima kandalaft, nabila aramouni 

rima zeidan 
don 't come close or i'JI 
blow everything 

internal medicine department 
turning away 

randa saadeh 
feeding people is a tiring 
business 

khalil khury m.d 
«pheuteuceupying" 
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rnuhyiddlne saud, salpi, saleh yasslne 
was it only for the picture? 

shawki saad 
• .,s ) '!'::.ll 1.....~1 ~ '1>).!. ~~· 

may shehab, lama takla, 
lina obeid 
the lovely trio 

kamal khuri 
'·'~~> .....ioY' 

-

I 

I 

DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY 

00 METABOLISM 

_ ......... ~ 
llJII AIU HAUAR 1 1 

a useful addition 
to the department 

sayed feghali md 
smiling from the bottom 
of his left ventricle 
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nizar rifai 
walking tall! 

jack tohme m.d, shamel maakaron m.d 
napolitana is my preferred 
sauce for maakarona! 

ahmad hamad 
ah .. . ha ... ! 

saml batal 
the horse of troy 

maurice atiyeh m.d 
this is the 1980 
harison's 

salim mujais m.d 
the days of the 5 south 
dynasty 
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ibrahim and nuha salti md 's 
in eternal harmony 

samih baalbaki m.d, dtya mo'tassem m.d, 
paula karam m.d, joe sheib m.d 
an earthquake? 

walid nasr m.d, melhem aswad, fadi el baba 
yes chief, we will put your 
picture in toubib 

edmond shweiry m.d 
Ia p iece de resistance 

moh'd fadl m.d, tarek ghbra m.d 
trying to impress the photographer? 
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paula karam m.d 
stop spoiling these 
chiefs 

kanaan uwaydah, sabi shatila m.d 
joseph feghali 
a flower for the chief 

amal kurban m.d 
the chairman who came 
from the south 

samih baalbaki m.d 
no time for consultations ... 

freddy abu-samra m.d 
hash, in opd? 

./) 
freddy abi-samra m.d, riad tabbara m.d 
sami batal 
hiding a rabbit in his pocket? 
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majida daouk m.d, adel birbari m.d 
see this drop of urine 

michel zakhem, george mshantef 
keeping this hospital clean is a 
tough job for sure. 

naji aswad, paul babikian 
recent advances in cardiac 
manoeuvres 

hassan kawwa 
the intern with the 
complete charts 

antoine nasrallah m.d 
smiling even in arrests 

najib abu-haydar m.d 
mandibular thyroid? 
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haroutune juljullan m.d, johnnie malak m.d 
caught between two kanjs 

I. shammas, j. hush m.d, a. risha, a.· sab'ayun, s. mugerditch-
ian, n. rafai, s. saad, g. saadeh _ 
come for the opd ... you'll stay for the coffee! 

marwan tabbara, Una ubayd, tony tumah, mark tawil 
the four musketeers. 
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fourth 
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raja jaber-masry 
sleeping beauty 

suzy kasparian 
coiffure odile 

fuad freyha m.d 
a rare gem. 

dlmltrl azar 
«i like your perfume!» 

wafa saifi, nour fares 
playing doctor 
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kamel itanl 
«imprrobable 
~~ 

joe hatem m.d 
hiding a cigarette? 

nadim afeish m.d 
mm ... i like this short 
leg cast desi_w1 

bahij azoury m.d 
the ultimate 
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the most efficient way 
to use the surgicallibrarv 

george shehadeh m.d, 
kamal hemadeh m.d 
the stone collectors 

w. hut, s. jiha, k. itani, h. khayat, 
s. akl m.d, d. jannun, a. tawil 
«how to run a projector." 

walid moufarrij m.d 
always there to listen 

alexandre kharma 
ze lecture will be starting 
any minute now. 
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raja haddad m.d 
the bilateral femoral approach 
to mitral commissurotomy 

the busy staff in 
surgery 

leon partamian 
cornered again! 

zareh vartlvarian m.d 

sharbel jirjus, butros kisrewani elias habr 
~~ • ._,.ll.ll .:=:.~ :,..h 

t_,:..... ~:,}\~ . _;:,lllj 

fuad selim haddad m.d 
another fsh on the other 
side of the patient 
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dunya maiko m.d 
the smiling zahliote 

ayman jundl 
as he woke up, he found 
himself in surgery 

beauty contest 

~''" '" - -

wahub hut 
sleeping beauty!! 

... • .. 

---' 
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wadi' maxud 
the man who started 
the business 

nabeei kanaan, nadim kanji 
zalfa al i ahmad 
don 't argue with the doctora 

munir ubayd, wahib ukab 
«Which beard do you prefer?» 

amal tohmeh m.d 
night calls and family 
medicine 

mukbil shedid, mahmoud tamer 
mohammad zayyat 
just trying to break his neck 
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hafez shuhaybar 
bugs bunny? 

mufid abdu, naji aswad 
what about breastfeeding?! 

mufid abdu 
«the end of the day 
at last!» 

raja shehadeh m.d 
holding the future 

stella, mansur and fida 
keeping 4 south smiling 

usa·ma hamdan and zaven jabourian 
usama, the unproposed solution 
to e.r. violence 
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Ibrahim kreldleh m.d, simon keushkerlan, 
nazlh mufarrlj, tarek husaml 
selim au coin! 

raja jaber and juman hujab m.d 
in family medicine we 
do anything 

eddy moyle m.d 

adnan abla m.d· and the boys 
teaching rounds in 
neurosurgery 

abdallah shahabeddine, sami ghudban, 
yusuf Ibrahim, afif abdallah, hussein assadi, 
husseln makkiyeh we breathe for you 

you need muscles 
in 0rthopedics 
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dina jannun, isam naim, ghassan arayssl 
·~' .:!:.<. ""!u., ~ .:...k ,u....u ~\ ~ ..r~ ;.). Jl ... 

samlr fakhry 
caught filling charts 

• 

hani bilani m.d 
mahdi hassan m.d 
fellows all the way 

bassam tabshoury b.e. 
the silent worker 

shahe vartivarlan 
voiding in vivo 
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mahmoud kuleilat m.d 
leila milki 
exchanging roles 

george tohmeh m.d 
think ... 

xmas party in surgery: the 
champagne is over! 

walid khatib 
mahmud jawhari 

symphony in c minor 
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third 
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moh'd zaim 
on duty 

jean touma 
i. just give one 
unit a day 

ghassan hemadeh m.d 
' I.. - .Y. 

86 sodium and 12.5 potassium? 
but he just talked to me 

... or stick at a.u.h. and 
suffocate 
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mona naja, jean touma, simon khuri 
dracula 's agents on the 
third floor 

samih alami m.d 
chairman laboratory 
medicine 

zuhayr habbal , m.d 
the alchimist in search 
of the elixir 

nabil wakid m.d 
«/'homme a Ia malette" 
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ziyad salem m.d 
overtime in 
hematology 

ibrahim tellawi m.d 
research on weight - reducing 
substances 

jean rebeiz m.d, jean moadie m.d 
this is c.s.f. rhinorrhea and 
not allergic rhinitis . 

majidah khaled 
a special face from 
special hematology 

farid khury m.d 
the reference in 
diagnostic hematology ... 

walid dayeh m.d 
copying from the book? 
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patrice hassoun m.d 
le petit prince 

edgard khallouf m.d 
just a hobby 

ramez azoury m.d 
this is really a 
delicious slide 

ramez azoury m.d 
ole ... 

zahra bozo m.o 
the rose 
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charles allam m.d 
it is either a lymphoma 
or ... possibly a lymphoma 

badia issa m.d, moh'd houmani m.d 
keep the good spirit in pathology 

janine tomb m.d 
flooded with sputum 
for cytology ... 

-... 

jean rebeiz m.d 
latest fashion from 
balmain - paris 

---
samia saad, elizabeth badjakian 
bunnies in white 

nassir habbubi, imad itani m.d 
it should be very funny ... 
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fuad rafidi , moh'd dughaili 
the past-mortem follow-up 
of surgical patients 

/ 
meelad zakhya 
" the tedious worker, 

amira mansour m.d 
occult chewing - gammopathy 

mohammad homani m.d 
top of «bic" microscopy 
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roula reaidy, aline esseyan, colette najjar 
selma saghieh, kathleen moyie , 
mona kassis massaqe parlor 

ruad antun m.d 
psychiatric interview 
" en passant» 

george rebeiz m.d 
computerized mumur 
analyzer 

houda abu-salman 
teaching those secretaries 
to be punctual 

adel berberi m.d 
the renin-angio tension 
revolution 

raif nassif m.d, mph 
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siwar shaheen-jaafar 

classified information 

keeping these few charts 
in order 

nabil jarmukli 
i have a few charts to 
review, will be up next week 
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second 
floor 
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jaber sawaya m.d 
stealing a bite! 

zaven jabourian m.d 
imad shahhal m.d 
where have you gone? 

aisha jassar, marcel udaymi, rola bukhari, 
joseph feghali , wafa abu-khurayba 
where is your laughter marcel 

walid doany 
superstar 
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jaber abbas m.d 
a potassium of four is 
definitely hypokalemia 

george sham'un 
smiling , with a full 
mouth 

moh'd sankari, beshir sankari 
,,s...... eta/ 

may haddad 
starting with muhallabia 
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hasan ramadan, hassan kanj 
your safe or your life? 

imad mufarrij m.d, tania and sami mufarrlj 

.. ('":"' " )_,\>\ -""' 

michel slim m.d 
micho 

mary 
~ gown .:~ ..:... ~ 

and lateral 

raja ayyash m.d 
why did i have to go into 
pulmonary medicine. it 's so dull (he said!) 
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viken babikian, lina asmar, ara apelian, 
hagop kantarjian m.d 
hagop, /ina and two intruders 

rodrigue bezerdjian m.d 
dissection without scrubbing! 

george zalzal m.d 
~I 

I 
/ 

~--

ali sab'ayun, josiane id 
redhead union meeting 

maha bassila 
internship in medicine can be 
fun! if ent where you will go next 
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anis sawaya 
the meanest look .. . 

ayyad hatoum 
getting ready for the 
picture 

maher usayran m.d 
cross-section of a 
bacillus 

aisha jassar 
salamalek 

labib hashimi m.d 
sharp - mindedness 

david nasrallah 
never more natural 

nuhad ismail m.d 
asking for a cigarette 
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nabeel torbey m.d 
the original toubib 

antun salem, jack tohmeh 
adnan awdeh, asaad taha (m.d's) 
a weird combination 

issam ra 'ad, lamia lahoud 
determined 

don 't you ever get 
bored, ilya? 

assaad munzir m.d 
and i removed his ureter 
like this .. 

antoun salem m.d, kamal bikhazi m.d 
the smiling medico-surgical 
approach to g .i. diseases! 
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faces from the past 

.., _ __... ....... 
ibrahim dagher m.d 
if he breaks your heart, 
he can fix it. 

moh'd yamani 
cool 

' 

ghattas khury m.d 
the diving vicar 

garbis dabbaghian m.d 
wait. take picture o f chief 
garbis while fumigating. 
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alex abdelnoor m.d 
slow, very slow, but 
pleasant ... 

ghandi saadeh, ali sab'ayun 
«food is better even in india!» 

r 
ghada hamdan 
not related to usama ... 

robert matossian m.d 
charting viral pedigrees ... 

suhayl awar m.d, jack tohmeh m.d 
adnan awdeh m.d 
eternal bachelor jack 

assaad taha m.d 
an orthopedic approach to 
smoking 
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nabeel khuri m.d 
this cup really stinks 

ghada hajj , abdurrahman shatila 
' .. ...,..;,\ .. _..~ \ : · \ \S 

paul kardjian m.d 
ce n'est qu 'un au-revoir 

basil georgi, nabil zahreddine 
georgi, in focus 

khalil nahra m.d, fadlo abu-haydar m.d 
«proctoscopic views .. . » 

zareh vartivarian m.d 
the tough one 
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"' alfred shakr, christo shakr 
dupont et dupond, p .a 

abdu jirjus ph.d 
acting chairman, anatomy 

the patient is stable: 
she is comatose and fixed 
dilated pupils and on the respirator
no problems «aleha" ... 

ahmad hafez 
that's the best part 
of the meal. 

nizar tannir, m.d 
excellent post-op result 

ahmad hafiz, yusuf hannun 
nice shave, yusuf, for once ... 

khali l jaraki 
another one of the 
family 
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shahe orfali m.d 
him and the women 

.. --, 

basim dubaybo 
food, medicine and 940! 

george frangieh m.d, antoine farhoud m.d, 
sameer sidani m.d, nizar tannir m.d 
eternal coffee breaks 

naji khuri m.d 
the shining 

borj·hammoud? 

mahmoud kuleilat m.d, izzedine mansour m.d, 
bassil georgi 
izz en perspective 
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first 
floor 
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munir nasr, m.d 
pleade dispatch today·s copy 
of the herald tribune 

munthir kuzayli , jean rebeiz m.d 
discussing pathologic admissions 

I 

ismail khalil m.d, melhelm samara m.d 
listening ... 

george baddush 
anatomy revisited 

donald iddi m.d, patrice hassoun m.d 
the french connection 

linda kanim 
i just love htis 
country 

ziad ghazzal 
dining in beiteddine 
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nabil barakat m.d 
seeing things from 
above 

samir akl m.d 
a starving chief coming 
from o.r. 

nazih hariri m.d 
james sakr m.d 
the silk and the vulture 

muin khoury m.d 
rima khabbaz m.d 
in love .. . 

cerelac on the rocks ... 

antoine zakhem m.d 
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roger sfeir m.d 
daydreaming .. . 

karim najjar m.d, denise derian m.d 
in love ... 

john bitar m.d, henry nachman m.d 
fuad sabra m.d 

ane«e hajjar 
sweeter than sweet 

pot pourri in the 
coffee shop 

samir azzam m.d, sabah shammas m.d 
the squeeze technique is the 
answer 
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joe feghall m.d 
a picture from the 
archives 

bassam nasr, asa'd shama'a, 
raouf kayyall m.d 
medicine - surgery interactions 

samir atweh m.d, jack tohmeh m.d 
george atweh m.d 
even jack couldn 't make it 
between the atwehs! 

wafa abu-khurayba 
charming 

marwan and nahda balaa 
cute ... 

george sharuk m.d 
samir salamoun m.d 
george, would you listen! 

zalfa ali ahmad 
just one look. 
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shakib talhuk, nabeel massaad, 
jubran raheel, fuad fattuh, gaby mardinian 
how to keep a 115% occupancy in the hospital 

john bltar m.d 
friends of mine 

suhayl deeb - jalbut m.d, sabl ' shatila m.d 
nazih kadrl m.d, arshag mouradlan m.d 
female interns next year: 
- anger!- denial!- bargaining!- acceptance ... 

hospital funds 

nizar tannir m.d, hagop kantarj lan m.d 
.. . this female tragedy again ... 
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dina lddl, andree shinlara m.d. 

ghosn ghosn 
yes, am still the assistant 

michel samaha m.d 
the handsome looks of 
an obstetrician 

salim jarawan m.d 
no, this is not the 
secretary speaking! 

dina iddi 
see you in 15 years 

dina lddi 
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aflf nsoull m.d 
wrist drop? 

michel rebelz m.d 
aesthetics around the 
clock 

wafa salfl 
... after the promotion 

salim butros m.d, mohammad jaafar m.d 
the «Chics» of the hospital. 

fuad nasr m.d 
what could he be 
hiding in his brief-case? 
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zuheir abu-hamad, shakib talhuk 
the old timers 

basil basil, joseph rlshmany, 
ahmad nasrallah, fadi shweiry 
>}j} l '-!'->- ~ 

ghassan khouri m.d 
growing bald? 

Ibrahim dabbous m.d 
in full elegance 

suheil uthman m.d 
had to follow htm to 
gefinor 

==-==== --------------------------:: 
====== 
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nazih kadrl m.d, martag Sarkissian r .n, 
shahe komshian 
how to keep er-med empty 

nabil sharara m.d 
who 's waiting inside? 

- -
. .. 

madeleine badaro 
a refined lady practicing 
medicine, her way ... 

majid ghosheh m.d, mona, 
tony saber m.d, yehya sbeity m.d 
pediatric radiology on the phone 

c 
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hani alamuddine m.d 
the candidate for primemipistry 

nuhad Ibrahim, moh'd kattan 
who told you e.r. isn'r fun? 

toni abu nader 
emergency levitation 

nabil zahreddine 
cute legs 

moh'd mikati m.d 
a straight - forward case 
of volk-mikety syndrome 
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basement 
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you can always find 
your way in a.u.h. 

walid haddad m.d, joseph bishara, 
nimr shami 
surprise! 

anis barakat m.d 
~"' >J'-! 

tarek husaml 
practicing for the 
hat of k.k. 

Ia baraka 

nimr shami, ghaleb okla 
moh'd radwan 
pH, pO~ pC02 and company 
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samira, ester, hattie-jane, rn 's 
that's a shitty business indeed 

selim zelneh m.a 
room 3, foleys, tur's, 
bph and ivp 's 

hassana sinno m.d 
letting taught hattie do 
the job 

imad kaddura m.d 
" J.>:. ~ Y:, oi..L 

aida dajani m.d 
the lovliest by far 

nabil helou, antoine hindi 
thirty more minutes before 
sandwich time 

' 

I 

I 

-~--! 

. ,I 
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walid haddad m.d, mazen maktabi m.d 
these volunteers are sure better 
than this food 

:,..:. ~ _;._i.l. ::-1 ;> 

.».;C... ;,. 

bishara ghurayyeb m.d 
to prevent intra of hypoglycemia 

saml obeid m.d, badr ghosn 
sterile sandwiches in o.r. 
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suhell saleh m.d 

sami obeid m.d 
characteristic mug, unmistakable eyes 

nora muawwad, ghaleb ukla 
head caps only for style 

a new world record for spending 
time with one's sick patients 

mazen maktabi m.d 
couldn 't get him in 
better focus 

abou-elzouz 
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moh'd takkush m.d 
)~ ~~\ 

suhayl boulos m.d 
good old english manners 

bassam hariri m.d 
cushingoid? 

munir shama'a m.d 
a minibreakthrough 
in hepatitis 
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imad kaddura m.d 
wearing sunglasses in o.r. 

mahmoud el·tamer 
getting ready for a 
honey moon 

george khoury m.d, walid haddad m.d 
love is ... holding hands 

talal meccaoui m.d 
made in italy 

ni'mat srouji m.d, ghassan hemadeh m.d 
en pleine nature 

faek lu is m.d 
latest philosphies on 
cardiac chemoreceptors 
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jamal j. hubballah 
j.j and the bear! 

rabi 'a nuweihed m.d 
long distance call to germany 

george khoury m.d 
i hope one day this paging 
system will be pageable! 

moussa muallem m.d 
ovulen 

aida abi-deeb, anis baraka m.d 
nitrous oxide is 
the eternal execuse 

abdelnoor sibai m.d 
with these specialists a sniff 
of halothane is enough ... 
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george khury m.d, sania harun m.d 
now we're ready for the hold up ... 

majida, susan, muna 
call for an appointment: 
new hair styles! 

alice in wanesthesia-land 

ahmad mansur 
ready ... set ... go 

abdulghani kibbi 
under cover 

fuad s. haddad m.d 
arsime lupin on the 
job 
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anne-marie aghadjanian karam m.d, sania haroun m.d, 
saadeh george m.d, moh'd takkush m.d 
anesthesia journal club 

• 

still rudimentary! 
did not hear of foleys ... 

post.. . 
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can someone call anesthesia please? 

hassan mikati m.d 
i bet there is no hair 
under this cap 

erika aslanlan m.d 
anesthesiov 

anne-marie aghadjanian-karam 
maurice baroody m.d 
anesthesia is a very tiring specialty 

what are you doing there jo? 

imad kawwa m.d 
how to put her to 
sleep with a smile 
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hani alamuddine m.d, moh'd dughayli 
husniayyas 
smiling rounds 

with dr. scott, from bristol-england 

michel slim m.d 
who else could it be? 

---

assem masri m.d 
the pillar of anesthesia 
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sterile? what do you mean? 

ni'mat srougi m.d 
anesthesia uen franC::ais» 

try to locate the patient 
in this picture 

mr. khouri, mrs khouri and son? 

is it really the place to talk 
about my smile? 
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joujou 
we need more male 
nurses in o.r. 

salim zeineh m.d 
looking at things from 
a different angle! 

sami shams 
looking forward to a binge 
with the capitaine! 

kamal hemadeh m.d 
i wash my hands from 
the whole affair ... 

in vivo but still 
in utero 

gina khayyat m.d 
the lonely woman of 
roentgenology 
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ahmad sultan 
alien 

emile geha m.e. 
~ tlllo ~ 

rafic moghrabi m.d 
the barefooted doctor 

ahmad hafez 
never more awake 

nicolas saliba m.d 
remind me of the grand 
round topic pleeease! 
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richard naufal m.d 
the other side of roentgenology 

ghassan rlzk m.d 
«the locomotive breath» 

mahmoud el-omair m.d 
.;.>;' _;... ~ _;1:.-

' .;i; J-

-

mohammad fakhoury m.d 
«the «lateral» is missing 

yehya shawar m.d, muhyeddlne sa'ud 
smoking in the department like the ~ 

assad maasri 
sorry! full house 
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x-rated 

' 

dlran bezerdjian m.d 
the first in the bezerdjian 
dynasty 

emile brlhf m.d 
refused to have his 
picture taken again 

rafik melhem 
yearbook? what do you mean? 

abdel-rahman kulellat m.d 
what can six months with 
the ~· do to a man. 

pathognomonic clusters 
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philip issa m.d 
the interview is over 

jacob musallam m.d 
ramez azoury m.d 
ultrasound in gynecology 

monologue 
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philip khoury m.d 
the patient had mania 
and acute appendicitis ... 

maurice saba m.d 
coming to the front rows . 

marun khury m.d, majed ghosheh m.d, 
diran bezerdjian m.d 
it is either a «valisere» or a «triumph" 
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nicholas saab 
memorial medical 

library 
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nadia deeba 
secretary to the dean 

mazen kamel , hana khayat 
... .:II.... -i'~ ,>\.... .:,:.\ -P: .:11.>... -i'~ 

naji kuleilat, nabil habib, mazen kamel 
~:.11 & ~ .:h..<,\ 

may kulaylat 
sweetie 

raja dibu 
medicine in abstentia 
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aftim acra m.d 
cheers 

huda zureik ph.d 
lost in numbers? 

jack ibrahim m.d 
what goes in, must go out 

I 

camille salameh m.d 
keeping fsh at tip toes 

amjad najjar, farid muakkasa, paul babikian 
«do you see this guy? ttl shoot him one day" 
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nicholas saab and the group 

joseph azar m.d 
coordinator, public health 
and preventive medicine 

maram hakim 
looking good, feeling fine! 

pierre abi mansour m.d, pauline hush, jubran hush m.d 
pierrot, what have you done? 

ahmad saab m.d 
the basic scientist ... 
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~____,.,..,-.«--- ...... ~ --
' . 

tannous touma 
..,..iJ. ~ 

bas_sam umari 
I:.A.:.,..:,. l.S_,.ul\ 

. . . 

salah salman, hassan assaf 
brief encounters of the third kind 

walid kassem 
the return of woody allen 

t. tumah, a najjar, g. abu-jawdeh, f. mu'akkassa, 
i. dandan, i. maaluf 
iss am 's election campaign 
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antoine abu-nader 
turning basic 

hlsham baalbakl 
«oh! i forgot my beeper 
in the cardiac cath. lab» 

peggy gangarosa 
the ephemeral colleague 

kamel itanl, saml mukhaybir 
a good candidate for rhinoplasty 

costy saadah 
little big man 
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zeina jureidini 
smiling 3505 

michel hlewa m.d 
ectopic activities 

gold mining 

clarisse malek saliba 
we need more teaching 

alice haddad 
hope it were a color print 
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lost in space 

joe slmaan m.d, karlm jabbur 
still rehearsing 

haroutun armenian m.d 
the serious epidemiologist, 
for a change 
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the diana tamari 
memorial 
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kamll nassar, ph.d 
le chercheur endimanche 

nadia bahhuth 
selective electron 
microscopy 

lola deeb 
mmm ... 

samuel agulian m.s, camille nassar, ph .d 
playing flippers? 

suhayl jabbur, m.d 
a well-read researcher 

may, and the juniors 
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michel nasr m.d 
rechecking last year's 
recording 

ara tekian m.s 
studying the pulvinar 
of chopin ... 

faysal saadeh m.d 
self-made man 

valentine dance should 
be better 

koba badjaklan, Ibrahim durr m.d 
ah .. those receptors 
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usama khalidi m.d, samla khalidi m.s 
the coupled odds 

elmon coe m.d 
coe workers! 

anwar bikhazl m.d 
the businessman 

I 

elmon coe ph.d 
the higher the iq, the 
shorter the pants 

Ibrahim durr ph.d 
drink nescafe, it's the best! 
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a booster of in-door design 

eva fawwaz ph.d 
can you see this wall? 

hassan ramadan, ziyad ghazzal, miguel abboud 
imad tabbarah 
they were third yearers, then. 

~~~~----~~--·~~~ 

randa fawwaz 
de novo synthesis of 
charming prince invitro 

michel khuri m.s 
where's the screen michel? 
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afif mufarrij m.d , . 
memo1res ... 

in 1924, i was given an english 
poem to recite at the ceremony 
of my high school graduation. 
the title of the poem was : 
"i remember, i remember", 
and this awakened in me 
reminiscences of childhood , 
in my home village bishmizzine, 
that beautiful make-up. now, 
at this stage of my life, i have 
so much to remember of the 
events and experiences of the 
long years i have spent in the 
study for, and the practice of 
my profession. 

one morning, our professor of clinical pathology surprised us 
by saying: "i have been experimenting for sometime, to verify 
a new test of pregnancy, recently described; i found out that i 
was pregnant and not the pregnant women . it is definitely 
unreliable." at that time, the medical students had to submit a 
thesis to the faculty, in partial fulfilment of the requirement for 
the degree of doctor in medicine. this thesis did not need to 
be original , but should be well organized and should include 
experimental work. 

the aim of this requirement was to acquaint students with 
the «scientific method" and the procedures in research 
work. 

in my readings, thereafter, i came across a short fine print note 
describing a test of pregnancy by aschheim and zondek in 
germany. anyway, this aroused my interest and i chose it as 
my thesis for m.d. after more than one year of 
experimentation which showed that this test was 1 00 percent 
correct , it was accepted by the faculty and introduced to our 
hospital as an official test of pregnancy ; this was in 1931 . 

previous to the era of anti bacterial drugs, the practice of 
medicine was of limited help to the patient and was very 
depressing to the physician. two of our prominent professors 
succumbed to a septicemic infection caused by minor skin 
wounds. it was a real shock to the medical ~hool. 

after i graduated in 1931 , i joined the department of anatomy 
and we got deeply interested in septicemia and took up as 
our problem of research «Ultra violet irradiation of the blood 
stream in septicemia" . we experimented untiringly, for a 
number of years, and our results were published in the journal 
of the .. proceedings of the society for experimental biology and 
medicine" in 1939. but, about this time, there appeared in 
medical leterature, articles announcing the discovery of the 
chemical anti-bacterial sulfa drugs, a much easier and more 
practical way of treating infections. 

i remember the first case i have treated with an antibacterial 
sulfa (trade name dagenan , a sulfapyridine) was a very sick 

patient with double lobar pneumonia. few tablets of a free 
sample that i had in my medical bag put him on the safe side 
within twelve hours. a new era in medicine had begun. what a 
blessing!! bacteria, then , were very susceptible to these 
drugs, quite different from those of today. 

during the world war II , when a fierce figting was fighting on 
our land between the english army in khaldeh on one side 
and the french army in hadath on the other side, i was called 
to see a very sick child in shweifat. first i hesitated to go; the 
bombing was actually over our heads, but i paused for a 
moment, remembered my medical oath, then whole-heartedly 
i went up to shweifat crossing the fire line. while examining the 
seriously ill child one the bombs fell just next to the house and 
what a moment of panic, all the people around me ran away 
and for a while i was left alone with the drowsy patient. ever 
since that time i was anxious to know what happened to that 
child . about 3 to 4 years ago, in the elevator of the a.u.h. a 
handsome young man saluted me and talked to me, this was 
the sick child of shweifat!! 

i would like to end with the following points: 
what you learn as students is simply a foundation for the 
edifice of your career. medical sciences are growing fast. 
do not lag behind and remember that the greatest thinks 
have not yet been done, awaiting the coming of the great 
men and women. 

a good doctor should be a master of «scientific methods» 
and he cannot go above the level of his knowledge of 
basic sciences. 

in the various fields of clinical medicine, inspite of all the 
sophisticated technology and the highly developed 
laboratory tests, there is nothing, that takes the place of 
a meticulous and diligent physical examination and this 
is not attained except through a sound knowledge of the 
human morphology. 

let us remember that it is our right to live but our duty is 
to enrich life. 
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entertainment 
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samlr nassar m.d 
introducting «the muppe t 
ShOW» 

raif jaber m.d 

shukri hamasni m.d 
still rotating 

l ina obeid 
tell me more, tell me more 
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jack tomeh m.d 
how dare she turn 
me down? 

the fourteenth middle east 
neurosurgical congress 

nov. 13_16, 1980 

paul buzad 
the saint 
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fuad sabra m.d 
women! 

salah salman m.d 
dutch ambassador a.h. croin 
politics unlimited 

yervant jidjian m.d 
strange .. . i smell 
a hydatid 

samil'ltlabet 
joseph simaan, m.d 
hakoumeh 

garbis dabaghian m.d 
fadlo abu-haydar m.d 

this sumposium is really fun 

mohammad sankari 
nabil sumrani 
singing sang sang! 



sabi ' shatila m.d 
a pathient in th.th.u. 
can go like tho ... 

outstanding 

fuad haddad m.d 
gedeon muhasseb m.d 
west-east neurosurgery 
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maurice, garde ces 
pliotos pour apres! ... 

elie trabulsi, mufid abdu, 
rtabeel deeb 

our smiling dean 



the musical wards 
(by the class of '82) 

may 30,1980 

ritual dance presented to the emperor of 
medif:;onia 
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3'ct yearer's dream: to be «the sheikh of arabi" 

left: product of complicated 
delivery by a 3'ct yearer 

sir, we are just 3'ct yearers 
in search of wisdom and 
the m.d. 
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pediatrics 
chief resident and her 
little indians 

«medic;:onia» 
empire of the cheif of 
the medicine ward 

obs-gyn 
pregnant ladies eagerly awaiting 
delivery by the 3'd yearers 
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rso art exhibit may 80 
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the good old days 
of nabil tarabay 
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the mad_ meds, 
rallye_papers, may 25,1980 

the other side of medicine! ma'an farha, melhem aswad 
fadi baba 
a therapeutic triangle 
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valentine's day, 
the philippine way 

feb.14, 81 
omm present paul . 
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nabeel sumranl 
latent talents 

the tympanies 

nabll tarazl 
to nabeel, that's a 
drumstick! 

fuad zlyadeh m.d 
silly, i thought this conference 
was about the sodium pump 
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family medicine: the quiet, country way 

in surgery : where the strong are needed ... 

"the show must go on" 
by the theatrical team of the 

class of 1982, june 12, 13,1981 
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«the tympanies» 

oaf, oaf, oaf .. remembering the 
days, medicine, pediatrics, surgery ... 

«One singular sensation" 
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a display of specialties: 
the selector is not pleased with 
their work! 

hello fifth year, goodbye fourth year .. . 
goodbye life! 

the medicine class of 1982: 
*theater team * 
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off campus 
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nina salem, nada salman, salwa khuri , randa hamadeh, 
lina maarouf ... .:,;~ y:. '"' ~ 

sonia nader, rima dajani, lina maarouf 
charlie 's angels? 

raja jaber-masri 
the educated gypsy 
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salman mroueh 
«reveries d 'un medecin solitaire» 

george fata 
splendor in the grass 

walid doany, salwa khuri 
they all-saw her falling in his arms! 

khaled jaraki, ziyad ghazzal, lina maarouf 
a pipe, a book and a look 

the scout film 
(names witheld upon request) 
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hani haykal, m.d 
the continuing sto ... ory of 
a quack WhC! wont tn Y-f:JII 

latest ambulatory journals 

the alternative to coffeeteria 

jo abouzeid 
that virgile look 
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salah salmen, m.d 
dans Ia nature 

j. farhat, g. fudda, n. habib, r. dibu, 
a. husayn, g. harb w\.>l\ J,<.:, ;,;.P.-

~"" ·~\.. ~~~ < ...... :.'·n,,...,;. ~' ~.>l' ~~ ._,.l...:.ll ~~ 

.:~,~ .• u ....... 'n_, ,y.·-; 1 ;,;. r...lE. ,.,., ~ &:., ~_,~...;.~ 

george shamun 
seeing things more clearly 

joan bitar m.d 
ante-natal counselling is 
a/so part of pediatrics 
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fawwaz kaba m.d 
what a tragic end! 

suhayl jabbour m.d, joseph tamari d.ds, ara tekian 
m.s, adel afifi m.d, r~nald bergman ph.d 
ara. watch us eating! 

adel afifi , m.d 
foreign correspondant 
in iowa city 

khaled younis m.d 
_hi e:;-0~ '-!~ ; :_y. ~\.....,' 

moh'd mikati m.d 
congratulations mr. president 

ibrahim salti m.d, adel afifi m.d, samih alami 
m.d 
celebrating ... 
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WHO SAID 
A DOCTOR'S DESK 
ISN'T DIFFERENT? 

Ca'Onorai has ething different 
for yours. Ca'Onorai office interdesig 

sole distributors: 
Genco sari 
tel : 800562- tlx : 20680 joeint 
hindi bldg, australia street, raouche 
p.o.box 355, beirut, lebanon 





When is 
a complete 

service really 
complete? 

promo services office services : 
full and part-time employment, 

professional typing , 
translation . 

clemenceau, arayssi bldg . 
phone: 368350, 368351 

uunTEnmnn 

when you pay for 
a service and you don't 
have to worry 
about the follow-up 
or the results . 

Amo services 
makes a service worthwhile. 
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NAJJAR 
CONTINENTAL 

KUWAIT 
AL-AZZIMA CONTRACTING & 

GENERAL 
TRADING ESTABLISHMENT 

Najjar Continental has been in the Mid
dle East since 1913. The Company has 
acquired an international status with its 
own research and development centers in 
the U.S.A. and Europe and production 
plant in Texas - U.S.A. In addition, 
Najjar Continental has branches and dis· 
tributors in the Middle East, North 
Africa and the U.S.A. to be extended 
soon into Europe. 
Najjar Continental is a pioneer in the 
field of electronic typewriters. It intro
duced : 

• the first electronic dual language 
typewriter (Arabic/ English, Arabic/ 
French, Farsi/ English, Farsi/ French) 
1978 

• the first electronic typewriter with 
Proportional Spacing - 1978 

• the first electronic memory ball 
typewriter- 1979 

• and the first electronic dual lan
guage memory typewriter - 1980. 

NAJJAR BROS & CO. 
CONTINENTAL 

The dynamic development of the distri· 
bution network by a team of marketing 
expertise has built up a market position 
through leading brands: 

• a range of typewriters including 
intelligent typewriters 

• photocopiers 
• map copiers 
• calculators 
• microfilm equipment 
• safes and security equipment 
• minicomputers 
• duplicators 
• shredders 
• office furniture and filing equip

ment. 

The Company's dedication and long 
experience in office equipment and ad
vanced products as well as the efficiency 
of its after-sales service have contributed 
to the leading position that Najjar Con
tinental enjoys today. 

NAJJAR 

UIPMENT 

JEDDAH 
CONTINENTAL 

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

CONTINENTAL SWITZERLAND 
TLX : 26271 NAJRO CH 

U.S.A. 

ABU DHABI 
UNIVERSAL CONTINENTAL 

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
& FURNITURE 

LEBANON 
T LX : 21680 NAJROS LE 

TEL : 349201 / 2/3/4 TLX : 732524 CONTITRONIX 



T 0 BLOCKS 
TO ELEGANCE 

Two blocks and we're in Hamra, Where Gilar, Saroulla Bldg., presents a wide, yet carefully 
selected variety of menswear. 
Imported from the world's best known fashion houses, menswear at Gilar is guaranteed for 
quality, comfort, and elegance. Two blocks and you' re there. 

, .. ~ 
We go a long way 
to bring you quality menswear. 



Free Your Patient From Irritable Colon 

MEPHIGASTRYL 
Especially formulated to treat 

MARINE 
PAINTS 

• Irritable and spast ic colon. 

• Abdom inal d istension and cramps. 

• Bloating and flatulence. 

• Hypermotility and spasm of the G I tract. 

• Functional and organ ic spastic disorders associated 
with anx iety and emot ional tension. 

• Nausea and heartburn. 

• Hyperactive co li t is and colipathies. ~ 

FOR EVERY NEED 
THERE IS A TYPE 

FOR EVERY TASTE 
THERE IS A COLOR 

Tinol Paints International Co. 

HII.AD O FFICE 1 VERDU N STREET 

P . 0 . BOX "'8115 B EIRUT • LEBANON 

TEL. 803270 • 803271 • 8 03 4 0 8 

CA B LE , T I NO L B EI R UT 

F ACTORY : S HOWE I F A T 

TEL£ P HON K "'300"'3 

TE L EX 1 2 2 448 TI NOL L E 



Honeywell Bull Liban S.A.L. 
lmmeuble Union de Paris - Rue de Rome 
Place Wa rdieh - B.P. 11 .58.11 Beyrouth 

Tel : 367410 - 367411 - Telex : 20932 LE 

Branche: Centre Tut unj i - Achrafieh 
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l'informatique creative. 





* order wttt:' ease ;numbers systematil.ed * peel¥pack Inner foil . 
e&minates resterihatlon . 
_ saves cost of sterilz.atlon 

6quids, that is leaves 
_ avoids wet fotls.. taken up 

space free. normallY 
by bulky container'$ 

circulatmg nurse 
opening undamaged Inner 
foll without affecting 
stenltty 

Winder * avoids snatied, 
knotted or bent 
threads 

~lily 
• functional 
packaging 

3-do%. box In the foil ctbinel 
Color-code enabJas 
QuiCk selectiOn 

Pee~pac:k Inner foil * resteriUzatiori Is 
unnecessc.ry 

Dr. Hammer Howmedica 

• •• exclusives 
Patent No 3.642,126 

Patent NQ. 3,363,751 

PaUl:nl$ No 3,2:57.702-.:5,322:,125 
Patef'IINO. 3,286,713 

3,379,091 ® 

P.tuents No ~:~~~:-3 ·390 ·681 

"' 
Patents No. 3,325 702-3,665 927 

Potent No_ 3,695,271 

"' 
Patew~l No. 3,256 981 

Patent No 3,141,861 



fUI1r~ ~H'il 
mount~iiil 
IPJrinting IHI!aus~ 

s.a.r.l. 
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~ 500743 

Office : Beirut , Hamra 

Eldorado Bldg . (403) 

~ 353 963/4 

P. 0 . Box 11316122 

{)RJHO:IIRE 
we offer you for your patients: 

full instructions in use and/or wear of goods 
proper, professionally supervised fitting 

Cf"-A.TM 
~· 

ORTHOPEDIC 
SOFT 

GOODS 

·• GEFINOR "E" 4th. FLOOR, PHONE : 360846 - 360847, BEl RUT - LEBANON 
• RIAD EL-SOLH STR. , EL-SALAM BLDG., 6th. FLOOR SAIDA - LEBANON . 



With The Compliments 
of 
Lebanese General Trade Est. 
LETRA 

We Are Agents of: 

.UNO PLAST 

.REMPLOY LIMITED 

. TOKYO HERMANN 

General Supplies for Hospitals ,and Rehabilitation Equipment. 

Maa ' louf St. , Hamra. 
Chahab Bldg ., 3rd floor 
Tel : 352330/1 , 351135 
Telex : 21634 LETRA LE 
Beirut, Lebanon 



Extraits 
des ANNALES de 
I'INSTITUT D'HYDRO
LOGIE ET DE 
CLIMATOLOGIE 
(Sorbonne Paris) 

Ia representation des cations et des anions , 1 mEq = 20 mm sur 
les diagonales du carre , comptes a partir des angles du carre. 

Ainsi que nous l 'avons developpe le long de ce rapport Ia 
temperature de I 'eau est remarquablement constante ; Ia resisti
vite, le pH et Ia composition chimique de l 'eau varient dans les 
limites qui restent tres inferieures aux normes admises par Ia 
iegislation franvaise concernant les eaux minerales . 

L'experimentation clinique chez le rat, menee a Bordeaux par 
le Professeur CANELLAS. a prouve l 'effet de diurese hydrique 
incontestable de l 'eau d 'Ain-Sohat , confirmant ainsi sa renommee 
ancienne . 

L 'ensemble de nos etudes et des faits que no us venons de 
rapporter' permet de considerer l 'eau d 'Ain-Sohat comme une 
eau minerale dans le sens ou l 'entend ra legislation franc;aise. 
Cette eau semble presenter toutes les garanties exigibles pour une 
exploitation et elle est promise a un bel avenir. 

lf UMOIGNAGI 01 BORDIAUX ... 
OU Cf OUI fUN APPilU UNIIAU BINifiOUI. 

SOHAT, eau d'une purete incomparable, Iegere et digeste a, lors des 
tests effectues a Ia f aculte de Medecine de Bordeaux, demontre sans 
conteste ses effets diuretiques et sti.mulants pour les reins de meme que 
son action eliminatrice des toxines du metabolisme 

Ce sont ces effets benefiques a cote de nombreuses aut res qua lites, qui 
conferent a SOHAT, !'appellation contr61ee d'EAU MINERALE NATU
RELLE. 

SOhat est mise en bouteilles avec Ia collaboration 

technique de vittel - France. 
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photography 
amateur and . professional 

medi·cal, dental. and industrial radiography 
micrographics 
graphic arts 

motion picture and audiovisual products 
chemical products 

KODAK {NEAR EAST) INC., Beirut- Lebanon 



<Bactrim> 
Roche 

for children 

<Bactrim> pediatric syrup 
Potent antibacterial agent specially formulated for children 

• rapid onset of action 
• high rate of therapeutic success 
• good tolerance 
• convenient b. i. d. dosage 

• excellent acceptance by children 
• no interference with tooth development 
e no effect on the normal intestinal flora 

Two up-to-date facts about (Bactrim• 

e 'Bactrim > is the bactericidal 
broad-spectrum agent with the lowest rate 
of development of bacterial resistance. 

• In the USA; <Bactrim> has been 
approved by the FDA for use in children 
under twelve years. 

Supplied : ·Bactrim> pediatric syrup 
containing 40 mg trimethoprim 
and 200 mg sulfamethoxazole 

•Bactrim> is a Trade Mark For detailed 
prescribing information 

please consult 
the package insert or 

The ·Roche> Vademecum. 
per 5 ml measure. ® 
in bottles of 50 and 100 mi. F. Hoffmann-La Roche & Co. Limited Company, Basle, Switzerland 



please contact 
Mr. Hisham Abdel Malek 

Circulation Director 
Levant Distributors 

Makdissy St. , Halim Hanna Bldg. 
1st. Floor 

P.O. BOx : 11-1181 . Beirut 
Tel : 347133-347134 

Telex : 22637 LE LEVDIS 
and give us the pleasure 

of serving you 



Question: what does C.G.R mean to you? 
Answer: the first C:r Scanner installed in 

Lebanon in february 1980 
(hotel dieu hospital; prof. S. Tohme) (C.G.R. is the medical activities branch of the French Thomson C.S.F. group) 

C.G.R group means: C.G.R Lebanon means: 
• radiology equipments • 11 remote controlled c-rays rooms 
• C.T. Scanner equipments (NO 8000 sold in Lebanon (7 of them installed 

and CE 1 0000) and working) 
• nuclear medicine • 6 x-rays mammography units installed 
• ultrasound (senograph) 
• medical equipments for hospital on • 24 standard x-rays rooms installed. 

«turn key basis , 

C.G.R clients: 
A.U.B. hospital 
Abdul aziz medical center 
Hammoud hospital (Saida) 
Mazloum hospital (Tripoli) 
Hariri hospital 
Hotel Dieu hospital 

C.G.R Medical Activities 
C.G.R Technical Center. 
Lebanon 

Bhannes hospital 
Military hospital 
Berbir hospital 
Accar hospital 
Makassed hospital 
AI Arz hospital 
Sacre-cceur hospital 

Verdun ; Schubert st. .; Ghazzal bldg. 
Phone: 804005 - 804013 
P.O. Box : 13-5024 ; Beirut , Lebanon 
Telex : 21241 LE (C.G.R.) 

Jieh 'hospital 
Trad hospital 
Nini hospital (Tripol i) 
Dr. G. Hage Boutros medical 
center (Antelias) 
Centre An is El Hajje 
(oncology institut) 
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TOUBIB 81 WAS PRINTED BY: 

mediterranean Ptte11 
INTERNATIONAL Bldg. Snoubra- Tel : 242127- 340535 P 0 . Box 13·5574- Betrut- Lebanon 



( 

mneimneh st. 
tabet bldg. 

tel: 345547 
telex : 23070 

advertising and marketing sari 

motion(moshun), n. [OF; fr. L motio, fr movere motum to move ] 
1 -Act, process, or instance of changing place or position ; 
movement ; -opp to rest. 
2- A proposal looking to action 
3- Movements ; actions. 

p.o. box : 113-6225 
beirut, lebanon. 

john f. kennedy st. 
noueiry bldg. 
tel : 369086 

telex : 23070 
p.o.box : 113-6225 
beirut, lebanon. 
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